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A strong community asset! 

Gavilan College has proudly served 345 unique Anzar High School  
alumni of all ages in the last five years alone!  
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Data draw from GIDS tables SECTION, CLS_GRADES, BAS_DEMOGRAPHICS, and SCHOOLS via Hyperion; 08/16/2016 

 

Enrollment: Five-Year Trend in Full-time Equivalent Students 
 
 Over the last five years, the college as a whole realized a decline in enrollment of 3.4%.   
 

 

Enrollment: Five-Year Trend in Non-Credit Only 
 
 Gavilan as a whole has realized a 14% decrease in non-credit enrollment.  However, non-credit programming 
makes up only a very small fraction of Gavilan’s total enrollment.     
 

 
NOTE: This figure includes courses coded in the non-credit division ONLY. 
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Data draw from GIDS tables SECTION, CLS_GRADES, BAS_DEMOGRAPHICS, and SCHOOLS via Hyperion; 08/16/2016 

 

Enrollment: Five-Year Trend in Credit Only 
 
 Gavilan as a whole has realized credit FTES decline of about 1.7%.   
 

 
NOTE: These figures include all courses not included in the preceding figure. 

Trends in Basic Skills and Transfer Level Success Rates 
 
“Basic Skills Courses” are what we used to call “remedial” courses.  Students in a basic skills course are those 

who tested below college-ready when entering Gavilan.  The tables and charts below offer detail on success rates for 
our three main basic skills areas: English, math, and ESL.  First, all are plotted separately.  Then, all are plotted on the 
same chart for comparison purposes.  Finally, transfer level success rates are presented. 
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Data draw from GIDS tables SECTION, CLS_GRADES, BAS_DEMOGRAPHICS, and SCHOOLS via Hyperion; 08/16/2016 
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Data draw from GIDS tables SECTION, CLS_GRADES, BAS_DEMOGRAPHICS, and SCHOOLS via Hyperion; 08/16/2016 

 

 
 

Anzar High School Students at Gavilan 
 

In general, students from Anzar High School who attend any Gavilan College site are slightly more likely to be 
classified as Multi-Racial/Unkown and in their 20s than the college population as a whole.  The demographic breakdown 
of alumni from Anzar High School attending Gavilan College is roughly equal to the demographic breakdown of Anzar as 
a whole (source: CDE).  In other words, Anzar alumni from all gender and ethnic groups are relatively equally likely to 
attend Gavilan. 

 
Gavilan is a strong community presence in the San Juan Bautista area: over the last five years, 345 unique 

Anzar alumni of all ages took at least one course through Gavilan College.   
 

 
 
 
 

Continued on next page 
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Data draw from GIDS tables SECTION, CLS_GRADES, BAS_DEMOGRAPHICS, and SCHOOLS via Hyperion; 08/16/2016 

 

 

District Demographic Information 
 
 Using information from Spring Semester 2016 only, the following set of bar charts shows the demographic 
breakdown of students at Gavilan as a whole.   
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Data draw from GIDS tables SECTION, CLS_GRADES, BAS_DEMOGRAPHICS, and SCHOOLS via Hyperion; 08/16/2016 

 

Other Notable Trends 
 

Finally, it is also worth noting that the percent of Gavilan’s enrollment represented by the Gilroy Campus has 
remained relatively steady over time, but with some fluctuation.  In Spring of 2008, only 54% of the District’s enrollment 
attended the Gilroy Campus, but that number rose to 75% by fall 2010.  Today that number stands at 68%.  However, 
these fluctuations are primarily a function of the steady decrease in enrollments at our Hollister and Morgan Hill sites, 
coupled with large growth in our Distance Ed and Off-Campus categories.  While the increase in distance and off-campus 
education are notable and persistent trends, there is evidence to suggest that the fluctuations in enrollment at the 
District’s physical sites are not actually at the expense of (or benefit to) of the District as a whole; rather, they represent 
the shifting of students from one site to another.   


